Meet the IEEE Consultants

- Dr. Stephen Stanef
- Paul Michalczuk
- Kim Torp-Pederson
- David Green
- Ryan Rakib
- Hans Fredrick
- Khadijah Abdul Latif
- Bahram Ali
MEET THE IEEE CONSULTANTS SEATTLE

Hoffman, Campbell, Khadse, Panchal, Fischer, Robles, Golovachov, and Clark. These experts would like to speak with you! Find out today what they do.

Meet the Consultants! Find out how we can help you achieve your goals and objectives.

Meet the IEEE Consultants Seattle
IEEE Consultant Network

- Cameron Clark
- Timothy Wong
- Rafael Nunez
- Carlos Perez-Nafarrate
- Karl Obermeyer
- Vijay Auluck
- Bradford Bittle
- Tadd Lisman
Fri Apr 12, 2024, 8 am EDT IEEE Boston Tech Conference Expo Presentation Salute Showcase Lanyard T-Shirt Speaker Lineup Hotel PROGRAM Flyer Register Han Frankston Tupaj Lembke Callahan Gutbezahl Lou Chermitti Vega Steffenson Adeleke Li DeFina Chardhary Redmond Kukreja Souto Vayyavur Abdelli Teague Quintana Wiedetz Haghzadeh Palombini Khan Bhattacharya Thabit Romano Peruzzi

Fri Mar 22, 2024, 6 am PDT IEEE Green Energy Conference Speaker Lineup PROGRAM Flyer Register Salute to the Speakers Presentation – Slide Decks: Khan Lou Rys Sarode Ford Salem Esterly Thompson Doherty Dani Vardhan

Fri Feb 9, 2024, 6 am PST IEEE Financial Summit Green Energy Recording Kemp Ali Gillette Robles Dickens Salute to Speakers Speaker Lineup PROGRAM Flyer Register

Fri Feb 2, 2024, 6 am PST IEEE Electrical Safety Conference Presentation Salute to Speakers Speaker Lineup PROGRAM Tech Register Gallo NFPA


Friday November 10, 2023, 6:25 am PST IEEE Health and Electronics AI Conference Presentation PROGRAM Speaker Lineup Flyer Salute to speakers Register Power Point Slides Lindgren Subramaniam

Friday November 3, 2023, 6 am PDT IEEE AI IT Artificial Intelligence Symposium Presentation Video PROGRAM Speaker Lineup Flyer Register Salute to our speakers Slide Decks: Thompson Elkholy Gnanapa Yuan Reynolds Kassalen

Tuesday October 19, 2023, 9 am IEEE Cruise Conference Bahamas PROGRAM SPEAKERS T-Shirt Video Register Cruise
What do the Consultants do?

- Bio medical devices
- Advanced Space Payloads
- Green Energy projects
- Commissioning
- Electrical Design
- Machine Learning AI
- Arc Flash Mitigation
- RF Communications
- EM Fields
- Mag Lev
- Women Entreprenuers
Friday September 23, 2022 at 8 am IEEE Seattle Engineering Conference

PROGRAM Flyer Register Schedule

Salute to Speakers

AM PM Power Points and PDFs

08:20 am Sreenivas Rangan Sukumar, ‘Machine Learning Artificial Intelligence’, Hewitt Packard Enterprise PDF
08:45 am Paul Kostek, ‘Systems Engineer, Medical Devices Aerospace Engineering’, Air Direct Solutions PDF
09:10 am Carl Slater, ‘System Engineering Space/Commercial Airplanes, Risk and Opportunity Management’, Boeing PDF
09:35 am John Aiello, ‘Automation and Robotics in Aerospace’, ai3 PDF
10:00 am Shaun Rogers, ‘Advance Metering, Regional Director Energy Industry’, Trynzic PDF
10:50 am Wendi Walsh, ‘Paradox of Skepticism and Innovation’, HCL Technologies PDF
11:15 am Allen Huang, ‘Fast Charging EV’, Lead EV Charging Engineer, Nidec Industrial Solutions PDF
11:40 am Pamela Hamblin, ‘Interconnection and Utility’, NU Energy Solutions, CEO PDF
12:35 pm Kathleen Kramer, ‘Avionics Systems – Considering AI Techniques where Safety is Critical’ PDF
1:00 pm Abir Chermiti, ‘Female Entrepreneurship; Opportunities and Challenges’, Software Engineer PDF
1:25 pm Camila Simons, ‘Wind Turbines’, Wind Turbine Engineer, DNV PDF
1:50 pm Matt Arny, ‘Developing People and Organizational Culture to Drive Success’, The Arnold Group PDF
2:15 pm Cherie Litson, ‘Risk Management for Printed Circuit Board Designs’, Inst. ECC PDF
2:40 pm Neno Novakovic, ‘Hardware Design/Implementation Landing Gear Control Algorithm’, Collins Aerospace PDF
3:05 pm Tim Yoder, ‘Smart Buildings: Data-Driven Optimization of Facility Operations’, Data Scientist at PNN PDF
3:30 pm Kennett Bivens, ‘EMI/EMC Engineer for vehicles for Space Flight’, Blue Origin PDF
3:55 pm Sanjay Samuel, ‘Hydrogen Fueled Locomotive’, Sound Transit PDF
4:20 pm James Banks, ‘Emergency Dispatch Utilities’, Supervisor, Power Dispatch at Puget Sound Energy PDF
IEEE

• The largest technical and professional organization with over 400,000 members and 40 technical societies

• Conferences in Miami, Las Vegas, Boston, Honolulu, Phoenix

• Monthly IEEE Tech Talks

• Webinars/Podcasts
  • Health and Electronics
  • Space Loads
  • RF Communications
  • Artificial Intelligence
  • Building Design
Welcome IEEE Melbourne Tech Conference and Expo Speaker

Get to Know Them

Thierry Godart
Vice President and General Manager,
Energy Automation Solutions
Eaton

Brad Nanna
Business Development
IRISS

Avinash Patwardan
Laser Light Communications Group
XGNS Network
COO
Upcoming Events
Thu May 23, 2024, 4 pm PDT Meet the IEEE Consultants Seattle Flyer Register
Fri June 3, 2024, 6 am PDT IEEE Tech Talk AI Health and Electronics Flyer Register
Thu June 6, 2024, 12 pm PDT Financial Planning Tommy Phuong Flyer Register
Thu June 13, 2024, 12 pm IP Rights in Space Space Debris. Who owns it? Flyer Register
Fri June 14, 2024, 6 am PDT IEEE Smart Cities Chicago Flyer Register
Fri June 14, 2024, 7 am PDT IEEE Smart Cities Copenhagen Flyer Register
Thu June 20., 2024, 4 pm PDT 4G on Moon Nokia NASA Flyer Register
Tue Jul 23, 2924, 1 pm PDT IEEE Microgrid Consortium Breakout session (Power and Energy) Flyer Register
Fri Oct 4, 2024, 8 am EDT IEEE Melbourne Tech Conference and Expo Flyer Register
Fri Dec 6, 2024, 8 am HST IEEE Honolulu Tech Conference and Expo Flyer Register
The IEEE Consultant Network is a nationwide organization of electrical and electronic consultants formed for the purposes of making our services available to the general public, exchanging contacts, and providing you with information about independent consulting.

How can we assist you?
The IEEE Consultant Network is an excellent resource for anyone seeking competent consultants in a variety of technical specialties. The IEEE, with 400,000 members, is the largest technical professional organization in the world. All members of the Seattle IEEE Consultant Network are also IEEE members, and are pledged to abide by the IEEE code of ethics.
IEEE Consultant Network – Seattle

Chris Hils
chils@practicalphysicsllc.com
(425)785-9938
Practical Physics
https://www.practicalphysicsllc.com/
Pragmatic Solutions Design
Development Automated Test
Systems System Integration.

John Barkley
(425)327-1438
johnbarkley@outlook.com
Rite Solutions
https://www.rite-solutions.com
Naval Research and
Development, Test &
Evaluation, Consulting
and Mentoring.

Bryan Santarelli
(952)542-6123
bryansantarelli@outlook.com
B.A. Santarelli PLLC
Attorney – all aspects of IP
including patent, trademark,
licensing Tax, business
formation, estate planning.

Hans Frederick
(206)850-1803
hans@actiontechnical.com
Action Technical
Consulting, Inc.
http://www.actiontechnical.com/
Test and Electrical
Engineering.
Test automation software
and tool development
programming using
LabVIEW and Test Stand.

Cheryl Christensen
cheryl@data2develop.com
(662)995-0636
Data2Develop, LLC
https://data2develop.com
We provide thought
leadership, consulting
services, and enablement
resources to equip
organizations and develop a
future generation of leaders
for the evolving roles,
infrastructures, and insight
required in a data rich and
technology driven world. **
People Analytics

Ranjan Sen
(425)248-9646
ranjan_sen@hotmail.com Belcan
Graph Analytics, Big Data Air Direct Solutions
architect, High
Performance Computing
programmer Elixir.
Community development, elicitation, risk assessment,
solar energy education
and entrepreneurship.

Paul Kostek
(206)915-6645
pjkostek@gmail.com
Reyes Engineering, Inc.
We are an electrical
engineering firm. Our
design services include
electrical systems,
arboricultural lighting and
daylighting, fire safety
and security,
telecommunications and
audiovisual, survey work,
and cost estimating.
http://reicheng.com/
Entrepreneurs. Don’t miss signup today! https://events.vtools.ieee.org/m/418998

Come meet professional engineers, medical doctors, IT specialists, building owners, Federal Leaders, Cyber security specialists and software developers.
Welcome IEEE Boston Conference & Expo Speakers

Get to Know Them

Ernesto Vega Janica

Taisha Bezzo

Dr. Torbjørn Lembke

REGISTER
Welcome IEEE Green Energy Conference Speakers

Get to Know Them

REGISTER

Honghai Song
CEO and Founder at Canyon Magnet Energy - HTS magnet technology,

Stefanie Padgett
Sr VP of Utility, Automotive OEM, and Electric Vehicle (EV) Fleet

Paul Doherty
Award-winning President and CEO
The Digit Group, Inc.
Welcome IEEE Electrical Safety Speakers

Get to Know Them

REGISTER

Shahid Jamil

Marcin Ruta

Jim Chastain
Welcome IEEE Financial Summit Green Energy Speakers

Get to Know Them

REGISTER

Craig Dickens
Honghai Song
Nick Knutzen
IEEE Tech Conferences

- Miami
- Phoenix
- Boston
- Las Vegas
- Seattle
- Tri Cities WA
- Bellevue WA
- Redmond WA
Thank you for being part of the IEEE Network

- Mansoor Khan
- Troy Kunas
- Jeff Dowdell
- Jennifer Potter
- Jim Dodenoff
- Michael Gulas
- Sam Salem
- Ding Han